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Millennium Engineers

Is a Tanzanian renewable energy company specialised in solar and wind energy technologies. We develop
customized business projects based on the needs of a specific community, industry or business value chain,
by using either wind and solar technologies or both while working alongside the customer to ensure our
solution caters for their needs while still addressing cost, culture, efficiency and the environment. 

OUR VISION
Is to help alleviate poverty and improve business
value chains by providing sustainable and
affordable energy solutions while working to achieve
SDG 5, 7, 8, 13 and 17 by 2030.

OUR MISSION
Is to lead the global transition to renewable
energy by providing solutions in various sectors
that create value to people's lives, businesses and
the environment.

OUR FOCUS
We are committed to driving development on the
African continent and the world with a specific
focus on renewable energy, women, innovation
and social impact business projects.

OUR CORE VALUES

Integrity           Curiosity          Innovation             Collaboration       Sustainability



INTRODUCTION
Lake Victoria is the world’s second largest freshwater lake, providing food and jobs for millions of people in Africa.
Mwanza and its surrounding islands are situated on the southern coast of Lake Victoria and form the epicenter of
Tanzania’s sardine fishing industry. The lake supplies around 55% of all fish consumption in Africa (Odongkara et al,
2016), and over half of the lake’s total yearly catch is a type of sardine called Dagaa. This industry is a $13Bn USD
market that uses pressurized kerosene lanterns during night fishing to attract plankton, which in turn attract
sardines. 

For preservation the fish is dried on the sandy surfaces of the islands. This practice has caused a high rate of
deforestation in the region. Additionally, the current ways of drying cannot guarantee a good quality and constant
supply of dry fish. Heavy rain is the main culprit that wash the Dagaa away and causes what is left-over to rot.
Moreover, in the open sandy beaches, animals and insects have access to the drying Dagaa where they are free to
eat and contaminate it. During the rainy season, fishers can lose up to 30% of their catch (Ibengwe, L., 2012) and
because of this, the remaining catch ends up having low nutritional value. Often only 30% of the catch is suitable
for human consumption and the remaining 70% is used for animal feeds (Bille et al, 2006), leading to huge
unnecessary food waste and lack of food security. 

Income levels for many fishing families in the area is low, and consequently, their educational and health outcomes.
Majority of the communities are dependent upon the fishing industry and as such, other small businesses
generate profits based on the primary income flows of the fishing industry. The sardine fishing industry value chain
faces a number of challenges around affordable energy for both lighting and sardine drying. Additionally the
industry has limited work opportunities for women further hampering household income. 



Currently, fishers use pressurized kerosene lanterns in the night-time fishing of sardines, spending 40% of their
monthly profits on kerosene while risking their health and lives, and simultaneously contributing to greenhouse
gas emissions. As current kerosene expenditure is high, the proposed renting of solar lamps is set at a price point
considerably lower than kerosene; hence by charging $1 per night to rent the solar lamps the fishers stand to
save 55% on their current kerosene expenditure. Each kerosene lantern costs $40 USD per month to run and
maintain. As there are 18 nights of fishing in any given month, renting our lamps alternatively generates $22 USD
extra per lamp per month. Over the period of one year each fishing boat stands to generate an additional $ 2,112
of profit.

SOLUTION: SOLAR LAMPS

SOLUTION: SOLAR DRYING FACILITIES
Dagga is dried to extend its shell life. Currently, sunlight and heat, are the most common methods employed to
dry dagga.   Apart from insects, lack of hygienic practices and other predators that reduce catch, the biggest
problem for this method is rain. Our  drying solution drys faster than the sun, improve the quality of the Dagaa
and makes it possible to dry at all times and in any weather condition. Having the basic comparison of the current
solution where 4,000 kg of wet sardines can be dried on a 2,500 sqm plot of land in one single fishing cycle (18
fishing days a month), our solution is geared towards being able to dry 2,400 kg of wet sardines in a single day on
just 500 sqm plot. Additionally, by charging $1 to dry 20 kg of sardines in 2 hours, instead of using 6 hours on the
current conventional method the fishers daily income increases in alignment with reduced production time and
increase quality of sardines.



The project aims to transition the low-income sardine fishing industry in Lake Victoria, away from kerosene
lanterns and traditional conventional methods of drying towards cleaner, more affordable renewable energy
solutions. In turn this will increase the value of sardines in the global market, while the community benefits four-
fold environmentally, economically, socially and through gender impact. This will be achieved by procuring 400
solar fishing lamps and setting up five solar drying facilities in three site areas in Mwanza, this includes two island
sites on the lake and one site along the shores of the Lake in the Mwanza city.

Empower 20 local women to take up proactive income generation jobs in the sardine fishing
industry.
Capacitate the socioeconomic growth of 1,000 fishers and their communities in the region.
Offset a total of 6315 Tonnes of CO2 for the project period of 2 years since initiation. 
Increase the quality of sardines in the region and consequently its value in the global market. 

PROJECT GOALS

TIME FRAME

2018-2019: Project Development

2020: Pilot Project

2021-2023: Demonstration Project

2024:  Scale up

Marketing research
Identifying business opportunities 
Solutions development
Site survey for pilot project
Identifying potential project partners

Testing the Business model
Assesing level of socioeconomic impact
Assessing level of CO2 offset 
Reviewing project risks and designing mitigations
Demonstration project development
Fundraising for the Demonstration project

PARTNERS
Ever since the project development to the current pilot project phase we have incorperated strategic
partnerships at various levels of engagement, consequently we were able to form partnerships and work with
UNEP through the African Women Energy Entrepreneurs Framework, AWEEF, Sagar Energy Solutions, Fishers
Union Organisation FUO, different government ministries and the Regional Commissioners's Office of Mwanza. 

Procure 400 solar lamps & setup 5 solar drying facilities
Empower 20 local women 
Impact 1,000 fishers and their communities
Offset 6315 Tonnes of CO2 annually
Increase quality of dried sardines produced in the region



Innovate:  our solutions are designed for
maximum market uptake the business
innovation is centred on our business
model and technology.

Equip: We are determined to capacitate
local women with the required operations
and technical skills to operate the
business.

Serve Together: through strategic
partnerships we aim at obtaining our
collective goals together while serving the
community and our environment. 

OUR MODEL OF OPERATION

REVENUE MODEL

5 Drying
Facilities
54.4%

400 Solar
lamps
45.6%

94,000 Euros112,000 Euros



Finance secured 
70%

Fundraisin
g

20%

Millennium
Engineers
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We have been able to secure 350,000 Euros as grant
financing for the project. While the total project startup
cost is 500,000 Euros, we are seeking to raise 150,000
Euros as co-financing. We are currently seek for strategic
partnerships with development organiations and other
stakeholders to achieve the aforesaid project goals by
financing specific project activities in alignment with their
values and themes consequently cofinancing a portion of
the 150,000 Euros required. 

PROJECT ACTIVITIES FOR PARTNERSHIP

Acquisition of fixed assets (project
equipment)
Human Resource Management
Administrative costs
Capacity building (operation & technical)
training for 20 local women 
Community Engagement & Gender Insentive
workshops
Project documentary
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CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

PROJECT COST

100,000 Euros




